One by one the icons from the golden age of molecular biology have become the subject of biographies---Linus Pauling, James Watson, Francis Crick, Max Perutz, and soon to come, Sydney Brenner, and hopefully Fred Sanger too. Georgina Ferry, like most of the authors of these biographers is a science writer. Perutz made a wise choice when he chose to invite her to write his life. The result is an engaging, beautifully written book deserving a place on the shelf of everyone who likes to read about science and scientists. It is a full biography that details his early life in Vienna, his move to England in 1936, his life in Cambridge, war experiences, the trials, tribulations and the successes of the post-war years leading to the first low-resolution structure of haemoglobin in 1959---twenty-two years after he had begun work on the molecule. Ferry takes Perutz's career through to the end of his life with his work on the amyloid associated with Alzheimer's disease. Whether dealing with personal matters or explaining the science, Ferry handles the subject matter with ease and clarity.

Why should this book be of particular value to the historian? Because Perutz was the 'anchor-person' of molecular biology at Cambridge. The famous lab had begun modestly as an MRC Unit, its *raison d'être* being Perutz's research on haemoglobin. He headed the Unit and saw it through difficult times. He handled the *prima donnas* around him with tact, protecting Francis Crick from the anger of the Cavendish Professor, Sir Lawrence Bragg. Perutz oversaw the relocation of the Unit and its transformation into the Laboratory of Molecular Biology in 1962 where he continued as Chairman until 1979.

Equally valuable to the historian is Ferry's account of Perutz's success in revealing the three dimensional structure of the haemoglobin molecule and his researches into the mechanism for its action in oxygen transport. As a result hemoglobin came to serve as a model for mechanisms of enzyme action, wth the result that it has become an 'honorary enzyme'.

For the historian of medicine, Perutz's health problems offer a challenging topic for discussion. But the most interesting feature of the biography concerns Perutz's early years in Austria and subsequently as an Austrian émigré in Cambridge, followed by internment and deportation to Canada in 1940. Ferry has been able to present his early years in some detail thanks to the miraculous preservation by the recipients of the letters he wrote to friends and relatives before and during the Second World War. Some have a journalistic quality as if written by a foreign reporter for the press back home. There lay the germ of the ambition to become a writer that he later achieved, becoming known for his forthright critiques. They form the subject of the chapter 'Truth always wins', where Ferry documents Perutz's attacks on the misrepresentation of science and scientists. Karl Popper, Erwin Schrödinger and Gerald Geison all got a drubbing---rightly or wrongly---by this passionate seeker after truth. As the official biographer, Ferry has handled Perutz's mix of vanity and self-depreciation, vicious critique and devoted admiration, diplomatically, reporting but not judging.

The early part of the book should be read in conjunction with *What a Time I am Having*, the selected letters of Max Perutz (Cold Spring Harbor, 2009), edited by Vivien Perutz, a jewel of a book to be sure. Many of Perutz's essays mentioned in the biography can be consulted in Perutz's *I Wish I Had Made You Angry Earlier* (New York: Cold Spring Habor Laboratory Press, 2002).
